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Cgpa calculator download for android

LOGO SOURCE: iconarchive.com this app is not for commercial use. CGPA CALCULATOR: This is an app designed to calculate CGPA students in the most carefree and convenient way. This app can be used by any engineering student in India regardless of the branch in which it is located and regardless of the number of subjects and points associated
with it. You can calculate the CGPA semester in seconds. For now it acts as an exceptional hassle free and convenient CGPA calculator. How it works: • The first row of the button contains the loan section in which the customer enters the credit of the entity under consideration. As of now, only 6 loans have been secured, but will soon change in upcoming
versions where the customer can enter a larger number of loans. • The second row of the button contains the rating section where the user enters the expected rating they can get for the subject being reviewed. • As soon as the grade and points for the first case are entered, the user can continue to enter the same for 2. This can continue for as many items
as there is in the semester. • After entering the required credentials for all subjects that exist in the semester, the Get CGPA button is provided by the resulting CGPA student. The formula used is as specified in VTU. The formula is: CGPA=( Sum of loan products and expected score of each item)/Total number of points of all items combined. • The Refresh
button is designed to restart the calculation from the first time the user wants it. • The user can save this result by pressing the save button. • The My CGPA button contains all previously saved user results. A detailed report can be seen by long pressing on the result item. FOLLOW US FOLLOW US LOGO Source: ICONARCHIVE.COM this app is not for
commercial use. CGPA CALCULATOR: This is an app designed to calculate GPAA students in the easiest and most convenient way. This app can be used by any engineering student in India regardless of the branch in which they are located and no matter how many subjects and points are associated with it. You can calculate the CGPA semester in
seconds. For now, it acts as a very simple and convenient CGPA calculator. How it works: • The first row of the button contains a section of the loan in which the user enters the credit of the topics discussed. So far only 6 loans have been secured, but this will soon change in future versions where the user can enter a larger number of loans. • The second row
of the button contains a rating section where the user enters the expected rating they might receive for the theme being viewed. • As soon as the grade and points for the first case are entered, the user can enter them for the second case. This can continue for as many entities as possible exist in the semester. • After entering the required credentials for all
semester subjects, the Get CGPA button provides the resulting CGPA for the student. The formula used is the one indicated by VTU. The formula is: CGPA = (Sum of loan products and expected rating of each entity) / Total number of loans of all combined entities. • The Update button allows you to restart the calculation from the first whenever the user
wants. • The user can save this result by pressing the Save button. • The My CGPA button contains all previously saved user results. A detailed report can be displayed by long pressing on the result item. FOLLOW US Visit Site External Download Site External Download Site Visit Site External Download Site External Download Site This is the source code
of CGPA Calculator Android version. Keep at the beginning: This project is no longer in development. You are welcome to fork and continue your own version of this CGPA calculator. Setting 1. Import this project into Android Studio. 2. Follow the instructions on how to setup a project from the Firebase console app. 3. Download the 2013.json database
containing the entire database for Regulation 2013.4. Upload them to your Firebase project. What you contribute These are missing features that are expected to be added. 1. Search students by their university number. 2. Load bookmarks into firebase cloud storage. (maximum 5 files) 3. More ideas from collaborators... Repositories Resources Get the
application here: License Copyright 2016 Abarajithan Lv Licensed under Apache License, Version 2.0 (License); you may not use this file except in accordance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at unless required by applicable law or agreed in writing, the software distributed under the license is distributed on the basis of what it is,
without warranties or conditions of any kind, either express or implied. See License for a specific language that edits licenses and restrictions within the license. License.
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